OPENING REMARKS
____________________

EXTREME ALMANACS AND
TRANSIENT JUSTICES
Ross E. Davies†

T

his installement of “Opening Remarks” is another exercise in converting one of our “Single Sheet Classic” maps into a short article,
with some additions, subtractions, and other adjustments to fit this
medium. (We’ve done it twice before.1)
We have here two pages of Edward Waite’s The Washington Directory, and
Congressional, and Executive Register, for 1850, thanks to Cattleya Concepcion
and the Georgetown University Law Library. And we have a map that accompanied Waite’s Washington Directory, thanks to the Library of Congress.
When studied with The Perpetual Almanack; Or, Gentleman Soldier’s Prayer
Book2 (also reproduced here), they prompt a couple of questions.
First question: what counts as an almanac? Almanacs are to the literary
world what dogs are to the animal world: their diversity — of size, shape,
function, personality, and so on — is extraordinary. Consider, for example,
the old almanacs reprinted in the 2019 Green Bag Almanac & Reader. They are
drawn from an exceedingly narrow slice of the almanac spectrum, and yet
even they vary wildly. Or, to narrow the field even more severely, consider
two almanacs, both one-pagers printed within a few years of each other in
the first half of the ninetheenth century, and both reproduced here.
Turn this page and you will find, on the left, the one-page almanac
from Waite’s Washington Directory and, on the right, the Perpetual Almanack.
†
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The almanac fromWaite’s Washington Directory (page 2 above) is about
as dry and plain as an almanac can be. Yes, this “Synoptical Almanac” is a
synopsis (per the Oxford English Dictionary, a “general view of some subject”)
of an almanac (an “annual table, or . . . book of tables, containing a calendar
of months and days”).3 But if it were any more general or less tabular it
could not be called an almanac. (Note its one appealing feature: it can be
re-used this year!)
Now shift your gaze to the Perpetual Almanack (page 3 above). It is about
as juicy and frilly as an almanac can be. Yes, it calls itself an “Almanack,”
and yes, it does contain a “table” (if you look closely at the left side of the
left illustration at the top of the Perpetual Almanack, you should be able to
spot a table). And yes, it does purport to track the days of the year (with a
deck of playing cards). But if that table and those days are enough to make
an almanac, then any document furnished with any kind of table and any
clump of days — including any Green Bag Almanac & Reader consisting (as
all do) of a few pages of tabulated dates and hundreds of pages of other
stuff — qualifies.
• • •

S

econd question: where do Supreme Court Justices work? To oversimplify a bit, in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, riding
circuit to sit on the lower federal courts in their home jurisdictions was a
full-time job for the Justices, while sitting together in Washington, DC
was part-time. By the end of the nineteenth century, travel for work on
circuit was nearly nil, while the work in Washington had become fulltime. The Justices serving in 1850 were in transition — part of the last
generation for whom Washington was a place to visit, rather than the
place to live. And so, when they came to work in the Capital city they
rented rooms. Their temporary lodgings in Washington were widely publicized, including in Waite’s Washington Directory, because litigants needed
to know where to find them. In those days, even when the Justices were
in Washington, much of their work was still individual — connected to
their circuit jurisdictional duties.4
3
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The mid-century Justices did not live all together at one address, as
their predecessors often had during John Marshall’s chief-justiceship. They
did, however, remain close — clustered together just a block or two from
the Capitol building, which housed the Court at that time (and would continue to do so until 1935, when the Court’s current building was completed). Consider, for example, this advertisement in the April 27, 1848
issue of The [Washington] Daily Union . . .

. . . and then look at Waite’s Washington Directory list of “Residences of the
Justices of the Supreme Court” (page 6 below), where you will find members of the Court staying at Brenner’s again in 1850. Moreover, all the Justices — except McLean (at Mrs. Carter’s, 4 North A Street) and McKinley
(absent) — were in the same block of Pennsylvania Avenue. Gadsby’s Hotel
(Justices Wayne, Catron, and Woodbury) was at the northwest corner of
Pennsylvania and 3rd Street, and just a few steps to the northwest, between
3rd and 4-1/2 Streets, were Brenner’s (the Chief Justice and Justices Daniel
and Greer) and Potomac House (Justice Nelson) (see the map from Waite’s
Washington Directory, page 7 below). The idea of the Court not only working
together (about which they had no choice), but also freely choosing (because
they could) to live together, or close to it, is nice.

I

• • •

n other business, the Journal of Law is pleased to issue two welcomes, one
to Joshua Cumby, the new editor-in-chief of the Journal of Legal Metrics,
and one to the Journal of Attenuated Subtleties, a scholarly periodical that is
new to our pages but not new to the world of legal scholarship. It was
founded in 1982 and has enjoyed a devoted following ever since.
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